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Young local radio presenters at Torrelavega (Province of Santander) in the 1960s

Local radio in Spain
HE LEGALpRovrsroN of 8 June 1979 introducing the
Transitional Technical Plan for Public-Service
VHF/FM Radio has been added to the series of
provisions, in Spain, governing and authorizing the
operation oflocal radio since 1932. In the recent provision
itself preference is given to the setting up of regional or
provincial networks over merely local systems, but with
the intention of favouring, as far as possible, those populations for whom no local radio service exists.
The new provision, which for obvious reasonsis restricted
to the vHF band in view of the impossibility of flnding
space in the rrrr band, practically entirely taken up by the
transmitters of Radio Nacional de Espafla (RNE) (the
state), the stations making up Radiocadena Espaffola, a
body parallel to yet independent of the former, the private
commercial transmitters, and those belonging to the Cadena
de Ondas Populares Espafioles (the Spanish popular
network, run by the Roman Catholic Church), all previous
in time and consequently enjoying a vested right deriving
from the chronology of their respectivedates of foundation,
comes under the concept of the 'state monopoly' which
continues to be the determining factor in all Spanish
legislation in this field.
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But this real 'state monopoly' is, in fact, always based
on the principle of'delegation by the state' through an
administrative licence to natural persons and private
undertakings or institutior.rs,which allows the existence of
the most varied kinds of station of distinctly local purview,
although the majority operate as integrai parts of national
networks. However, the daily programme content, except
for the few 'network connections' or the simultaneous
broadcasting of programmes recorded beforehand on
magnetic tape and distributed by the corresponding network's central services, is clearly entirely local, which
means that those stations outside RNE's national network
(and they are in the majority) operate with complete
independence in the service of the local communities in
which they are located.
RNE itself, whose three national programme servicesare
broadcast direct from Madrid, linked with all the transmitters in its network, keeps regional or sub-regional
(comarcal) spacesopen in its First or National Programme,
broadcast on medium waves, depending on the regional
or sub-regional nature of the corresponding transmitter.
And in the special case of Catalonia, there is a 'Radio 4'
on vur/r'v which broadcasts only in Cataliin.
The situation we are faced with is hence that, in Spain,
'local radio' is regarded as a traditional institution within
the organic structure of Spanish broadcasting.

Historical background
The definitive Regulations governing radiocommunications
were issued on 14 June 1924, under the Constitutional
Monarchy; they had been provided for in the Royal Decree
of 27 February 1923, the first legal text concerning broadcasting in Spain.
Until such time as a National Broadcasting Servicecould
be created, it authorized the setting up of private transmitters, by licence from or delegation of the state, of

8 kW power and enjoying a similar freedom to that of
the press.
These were not local stations, but their greatestaudiences
-in view of the small number of receivers in existencein
the 1920s-were based in the localities in which they
themselveswere situated. However, some of them, located
in provincial capitals such as Cadiz, San Sebastian, or
Bilbao, really were local transmitters because of their low
power. As many as 15 transmitters were set up on this date,
using the call lettersEAJ.
However, in the period from 1924125-1932,
these stations
decreasedin number. At the beginning of the latter year,
only eight of the flrst 15 licensed were still operating, while
sporadically, and with provisional authorizations from the
Administration, sma1l local transmitters began to appear,
a reflection of a concern at local community level which was
recognized by the Administration of the Second Republic
in its Decree of 8 December 1932, establishing 'local
broadcasting' with 200-W transmitters. Some 60 entities
and natural persons applied for the relevant authorization
which, in the short space of a year, led to the installation
and starting up of 60 local radio stations.
These'local radio stations', despite being subject to the
same conditions as the eight surviving stations set up after
the flrst edict of 1924, i.e. that they might continue to exist
until the National Broadcasting Service began operating,
enjoyed complete freedom of programming; however, they
were subject to state intervention through the appointment
of an agent of the Corps of Telegraphs (wireless operators)
as Official Supervisor. Several of these stations joined
together as partners in the only existing network: Uni6n
Radio; others were acquired by the network itself. But
the rest remained independent.
There was in fact a legal threat of their ultimate disappearance with the coming into being of the National
Broadcasting Service planned by the Administration,
which became enshrined in legislation on 26 June 7934 and
was given flnal form in the Regulations of 22 November
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1935 or, where applicable, as a result of the licences and
authorizations being restricted in time (and even in autonomy, since legislation provided not only for state control
-through the supervisors mentioned above-in the broadcasting ofnews and political and religious propaganda, but
also for the seizure of the transrnitters if the need should
be felt). But this threat hardly reached the point oftaking
effect.
On 18 July 1936, civil war broke out. In the Republican
zone the transmitters were taken over by the political
groupings or by the state supervisors. In the national zone,
the stations became subject to the military authorities. And
at the end of hostilities, on 1 April 1939, all these local
radio stations, which in the majority of cases had been
returned to their owners, although others had new proprietors, became incorporated into a new administrative
regime in which, while they retained their 'local radio'
character, the freedom of expression and information
disappeared; news became a monopoly of the National
Broadcasting Service in the shape of RNE. The new state,
totalitarian in nature, applied to broadcasting the same
regulations as to the other media.
However, in the meantime, even during the conflict, new
stations went on the air. These were a number of political
stations, local in scope, generally broadcasting on short
waves, using the call sign FET (Falange Espaftola Tradicionalista). In the Republican zone, too, analogous
stations belonging to the Communist Party came into being;
they disappeared with the defeat of the Republicans.
The old 'local stations' with the call letters EAJ continued
to exist, but alongside them, together with the FET stations
from the war period, there appeared first of all the transmitters of the Youth Front and then the trade unions'
stations. Together they formed three different networks:
the Red de Emisoras del Movimiento (stations of the
Movement-REM),
the Cadena Azul ('Blue Chain'first for school-stations, then the Cadena Azul de Radiodifusi6n-CAR),
and the Cadena de Emisoras Sindicales
(trade unions-CES).
But all these operated as local
stations without working as broadcasting networks in
practice.
These stations, which transmitted on short waves, were
obliged to start broadcasting on medium waves from
11 August 1953, the date on which the Administration
officially recognized their existence,through 'delegation of
its broadcasting function'. But, alongside the stabilization
of thesetransmitters, many of them created more out of the
desire of the localities in which they were situated to have
their own stations ('LaYoz de Palencia', 'Radio Juventud
de Ponferrada', 'Radio Teruel', etc.) rather than for
political reasons, the stations of the Roman Catholic
Church began to appear. The latter formed the Cadena
de Ondas Populares Espafloles (COPE), of the same
'local radio' character and inspired by the same twofold
interests: the apostolic interest, replacing the 'political'
interest characteristic of the former group, and the local
community's desire to have a station of its own: 'Radio
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Popular de Puertollano' (Ciudad Real), 'Radio popular de
Reus' (Tarragona), 'Radio Popular de Figueras' (Gerona),
etc.
More than 200 local stations, broadcasting on short
waves, were set up as 'parish stations', but this number was
considerably reduced when an agreement was concluded
between the state and the Church on 11 November 1959
authorizing the installation of a 2-kW medium wave
transmitter in each diocese. A1l the other stations were
closed down.
This brings us to the Transitional Medium Wave plan
for Spanish Broadcasting, issued by Decree of 23 December
1964 in which, faced with the unavoidable need to rearrange the Spanish rvrr band, the number of private or
institutional 'local radio stations' was cut to 154, with the
following breakdown:
Red de Emisoras del Movimiento (REM)
Cadena Azul de Radiodifusi6n (CAR)
Cadena de Emisoras Sindicales (CES)
Cadena de Ondas Populares Espaffolas

17 transmitters
16 transmitters
18 transmitters

(COPE)
Private stations (call letters EAJ)

49 transmitters
54 transmitters
154 transmitters

Three central transmitters in the first three networks,
and one transmitter in the fourth in the above list, were
authorized to broadcast at a power of 20 kW, i.e. have a
regional coverage, disregardir.rg the transmitters of the
official RNE network and the nine private sub-regional
stations, which were also authorized to broadcast at 20 kW.
The importance of this reorganization is to be found in
the fact that these 154 stations licensed to transmit at2kW
power-the 1964 equivalent of the 200 W of 1932-were
henceforth obliged to broadcast simultaneously on vHr/
FM at 1 kW power, in anticipation of the definitive Broadcasting Plan which was to be drawn up in conformity with
the relevant European agreements.
And in order to place even more emphasis on this new
departure into vnn by 'local radio' because of the overcrowding of the MF band, on 24 June 1965 any institution,
university or cultural institution, or any natural orjuridical
person of Spanish nationality, was freely authorized, on
application, to set up a vsr radio station. Authorizations
were to be for three years, and extendable, but were to be
provisional and non-transferable in nature. Under these
arrangements, some 13 new private stations were set up,
along with a few municipal ones (locat authorities).
The awaited reorganization of broadcasting arrangements in Spain in accordance with the European Broadcasting Plan took place on 10 November 1978 when the
National Sound Broadcasting Plan, which was based on
the medium wave frequencies assigned to Spain in the
1975 Geneva Plan, was introduced.
Nonetheless, in the course of the two years previous to
1978 some noteworthy events occurred consequent upon
the change in the political regime that began at the end of
1975. Once a democratic regime had been established, the
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stations in the networks REM, CAR, and CES, almost all
of them local stations, joined together in a new entity called
'Radiocadena Espaflola' which, initially a part of a body
named 'Medios de Comunicaci6n del Estado' (State
Communications Media), was in 1979 included in the
official complex of Radiotelevisi6n Espafrola (RTVE).
At the same tine the stations in the 'Radio Peninsular'
network were closed down; the frequencies of these
commercial stations that belonged to RNE were transferred
in part to the RNE network itself and in part to Radiocadena Espaffola.
In this way, as regards the 'local radio stations', the
majority of which belong to organized networks but
function in practice as local stations just Iike the 'independents', the vn and vsr bands in Spain break down
as follows:

Networks

Radiocadena Espafiola
Cadena de Ondas Populares
Espaffolas

(coPE)

Compafiia de Radiodifusi6n
Intercontinental
Sociedad Espaffola de
Radiodifusirin (SER)
Independents
Total

Principally
MF

VHF/FM
only

TotaI

53

18

77

44

1

45

f,

53
3

160

5

1
t2

54
t7

32

192

In the above table, all the stations broadcasting on
medium wave also broadcast simultaneously or in parallel
(i.e. a separate programme) on vnr/nrnl. Moreover, some
12 ofthe nr stations broadcast at 20 kW power, and l1 at
10 kW ; these powers are greater than those of the typically
local transmitters (1 to 2 kW) of sub-regional or regional
coverage, although their programming has a distinctly
local cast in relation to the size ofthe population in which
they are located: Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Seville,
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, etc.
Altogether, then, we wind up with 192 .local radio
stations' (operating on 'synchronized' frequencies in
accordance with the 1975 Geneva Plan) in 1979, 160 of
them broadcasting simultaneously on medium wave and
vHr/rn, and 32 solely on vHn/nrnl.

The future of 6local radio'
We have seen, in the brief history of local radio in Spain
presented above, how the medium wave broadcasting
potential has been almost completely exploited: frequencies

reserved for RNE and Radiocadena Espaflola, the present
components of the National Broadcasting Servicereflecting
two distinct yet complementary types of programming; the
continued existence of the private commercial stations,
both 'sub-regional' and 'local'; the stations of the COpE,
an institutional entity which has turned into a private
undertaking in which, as in the case of the SER, the most
important of the Spanish private networks, the state has
reserved a 25 )( sltar ebolding.
The new, if transitional, Plan for Public-Service VHF/
FM Radio now freely permits the setting up of local
stations on the following conditions.
(a) Educational and cultural stations under the responsibility of public or private non-profit-making bodies are
granted licences for renewable three-year periods. It is the
fourth time that this possibility has been instituted but,
although it was already provided for in the Regulations for
Private Stations of 23 February 1923 which established a
first category of stations 'for teaching in official centres of
education', it has never yet resulted in the granting of a
single licence.
(b) The private commercial stations are granted licences
for ten years, extendable, but as a public service they are
obliged to broadcast both general news bulletins (either
individually or in conjunction with other public or private
radio networks) and educational and cultural programnes
(on the same terms).
Another condition for the operation of such'local radio
stations' is the possessionof sufficient financial guarantees
for the provision of the service throughout the licence
period.
And finally, when stations of this kind are set up in a
province, preference is given to those serving large urban
conglomerations and to those forming part of a network
intended to be of regional or provincial coverage. Both
these priorities obviously only apply where the number of
candidates exceedsthat of the available frequencies.
f)isregarding the technical supervision of the installations
and of the utilization of frequencies, and apart from the
conditions mentioned above, the restrictions on broadcasting activities are enshrined in the general provisions
on the freedom of expression and information governing
the other media; television, which constitutes a special
case, is subject to the provisions of the corresponding legal
framework enacted by Parliament.
Thus, Spanish 'local radio', which not only came into
being with the birth of broadcasting in Spain, but gave
the latter its initial impetus and promoted its development,
despite the historical and political factors that have
weighed heavily on it throughout its 54 years, existence,
continues on its way thanks to a compromise between its
independent character and the obligations incumbent on
it as a broadcasting 'public service', and without the
special nature of the broadcasting 'monopoly' in Spain,
exercised by the state, detracting from its independence.
D
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